STRONGER THAN EVER

Free
Weights

TM

In this Free Weights section, see examples of
the many ways that your Nautilus commercial
equipment can be color customized.

Designed for
Performance,
Ease of Use and
Aesthetics
Introducing our new
commercial free weight
line, a study in perfection.
A few big changes and a
lot of subtle ones result
in the easiest to use,
highest performing line of
commercial free weights
we’ve ever developed.
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www.nautiluscommercial.com

We’re Driven Because
You’re Driven

Tri-pod base
creates a perfectly
stable platform

Details you’ll discover include
new user-friendly adjustment
mechanisms, innovative and
thoughtful bench designs and
modern hi-tech frame shapes
that make you want to reach
out and touch them.

Adjustment levers/
touch points are
colored blue for
easy identification

Nautilus pioneered the
concept of selectorized
equipment more than three
decades ago. Our innovative
thinking continues today.
You’ll find wheels
on the most
popular benches
for easy transport

No “pop pins” on
any of our adjustable
pieces - ratcheting
mechanisms are more
durable and provide
more solid placements

Thoughtful details your
members will notice like
entry and exit handles
and ergonomic pads to
properly support the
user and enable full
range of motion

Our commercial products
are built - and tested to handle the unrelenting
demands of fitness facilities.
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Free
Weights
Utility Bench
0-90º ADJUSTABLE UTILITY BENCH F30-90
This bench has a ratcheting seat pad and back pad
adjustment. No pop pins, making it strong and reliable.
Back pad folds over the seat pad in incline position,
eliminating the gap between the two pads.
Seat and back pad adjustments:
Back pad: flat, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 85º
Seat pad: flat, 10, 20 and 30º

Dimensions:
57” L x 25” W x 19” H
145 L x 62 W x 47 H cm

Utility Bench
FLAT UTILITY BENCH F3FU
This Flat Utility bench features a stable, 48.5”
long back pad that is 12” wide for optimal
user support and comfort. Convenient
transport handle and wheels allow for ease in
moving. The solid tripod base sits evenly on
the floor.

Our seat and back profiles
provide optimum support and
pinch-free movement. Bench
heights are 15” or less from the
floor so a user’s feet are flat on
the floor and their back is fully
supported (not arched).

Utility Bench
ADJUSTABLE DECLINE BENCH F3AD
The Adjustable Decline bench achieves the
decline angle by lowering the head instead
of raising the seat which enables easier user
mount and dismount. Utilizes a ratcheting back
pad adjustment. No pop pins, making it strong
and reliable.
Adjustments: flat, -5, -10, -15 and -20º

Dimensions:
58” L x 23” W x 23” H
147 L x 59 W x 59 H cm

Utility Bench
ADJUSTABLE ABDOMINAL BENCH F3AAB
The Adjustable Abdominal bench achieves the
decline angle by lowering the head instead of
raising the seat which enables easier user mount
and dismount. Utilizes a ratcheting back pad
adjustment as well as a constant radius back
pad. Features a
leg anchoring design
at a fixed height. No
pop pins, making it
strong and reliable.
Adjustments:
flat, -5, -10, -15 and -20º

Dimensions:
51” L x 24” W x 15” H
130 L x 62 W x 39 H cm
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Dimensions:
64” L x 23” W x 33” H
163 L x 59 W x 84 H cm

The Nautilus® line of free
weight Olympic Benches
handle over 600 pounds of
plate storage. The brushed
chrome-plated (5/16” thick)
bar holders contain two
catch positions that are
parallel to the user’s path of
motion making it easier to
rack/unrack Olympic bars.

Utility Bench
SEATED UTILITY BENCH F3SU
The Seated Utility bench back pad reclines
10º for proper torso support, and the
seat pad reclines 5º, adding to user
stability. Back pad to seat pad: 95º.
Convenient wheels allow for ease in
moving.

Dimensions: 
27” L x 25” W x 41” H
68 L x 62 W x 105 H cm

Olympic Bench
OLYMPIC MILITARY BENCH F3OMB
The Olympic Military bench includes
both front and rear bar catches.
Features an adjustable ratcheting
seat design.

Dimensions:
58” L x 68” W x 71” H
147 L x 172 W x 180 H cm

Olympic Bench
OLYMPIC INCLINE BENCH
F3OIB
The Olympic Incline bench has a
35º incline and adjustable ratcheting
seat. The back pad tapers to 10”
wide at the chest. Includes an
integrated spotter’s platform.

Dimensions:
85” L x 68” W x 64” H
216 L x 172 W x 163 H cm

Olympic Bench
OLYMPIC FLAT (SUPINE) BENCH F3OSB
The Olympic Flat bench features contoured back
pad for proper support.

Dimensions:
74” L x 68” W x 53” H
188 L x 172 W x 134 H cm
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The Nautilus Commercial Free
Weight line uses 11-gauge steel
frame tubes incorporating a new,
softer curved profile for a strong,
modern look. Pivot points use
durable bronze brushings, along
with a 3-point base design which
results in a self-leveling bench.
®

Free
Weights
Olympic Bench
OLYMPIC DECLINE BENCH F3ODB
The Olympic Decline bench features a fore-aft
adjustable seat with four positions to ensure
the user is in the proper lift position. The
bench decline angle: 15º.

Exercise Machine
CHIN-DIP LEG RAISE F3CD
Leg Raise: Cushioned elbow pads
angled at 30º lock the user in.
Ergonomic back pad promotes
constant comfort.
Chin-Ups: Multiple grip handle
positions, from narrow to wide.
Dips: The dip bar handles taper
outwards, with mounting steps for
chin-ups or dips.

Dimensions:
87” L x 68” W x 53” H
221 L x 172 W x 134 H cm

Exercise Machine

Exercise Machine

PREACHER CURL F3PC

ADJUSTABLE HIP EXTENSION F3AHE2

The Preacher Curl machine has brushed
chrome-plated bar holders that protect the
uprights. The pad supports user’s upper arm,
and doesn’t inpinge the elbow allowing for
better activation of the biceps. Walk-in design
and easy height adjustment promotes an
optimal seat angle and moves smaller
users closer to the arm pad.

Dimensions:
43” L x 29” W x 37” H
110 L x 74 W x 95 H cm
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Dimensions: 
50” L x 47” W x 95” H
128 L x 118 W x 240 H cm

The Adjustable Hip Extension’s hip pad adjustment
accommodates short to tall users. Features
comfortable and secure design elements such as
wide wrap-over hip/thigh pads, optimal hip pad to
knee pad distance,
and extra long
telescoping exit/
entry handles.
The leg anchoring
design includes
support roller pads
behind the user’s
knees.
Dimensions:
63” L x 39” W x 33” H
160 L x 99 W x 84 H cm

Rack
SMITH MACHINE F3SM
Our redesigned Smith machine features 12
racking positions to fit different users, exercises
and benches. Squats and other lifts are now
performed facing the machine. This places the
user in a proper lift position, and conserves
space when using a bench. Linear ball bearings
are on a 1.25” hardened steel shaft, and a J-hook
bail out design with new (spring-loaded) safety
stop catches have been added. The Olympic
bar is counter-balanced to 15 pounds. Counter
weight and pulleys are shielded.
Dimensions:
54” L x 87” W x 94” H
137 L x 221 W x 239 H cm

Rack
POWER RACK F3PR
The Power Rack is designed to allow ease-of-use
with the 0-90º bench. It has a workout area of 42”
by 88.” The J-hook racking system has a locking
mechanism. This rack also features a built-in
ergonomic chin bar with multiple grip positions,
and has a maximum lift load of 1000 pounds.

Safety bailout
bars include 13
positions on a
stainless channel
that eliminates
chipped paint

Dimensions:
76” L x 70” W x 92” H
192 L x 177 W x 234 H cm

Rack
SQUAT RACK F3SR
The Squat Rack can accommodate over 600
pounds of plate storage using its brushed
chrome-plated weight horns. The bar holders
are 5/16” thick and feature two catch positions.

Dimensions:
66” L x 68” W x 71” H
167 L x 172 W x 181 H cm
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The Nautilus Commercial Free Weight
line uses 11-gauge steel frame tubes,
incorporating a new, softer curved
profile for a strong, modern look. Pivot
points use durable bronze brushings,
along with a 3-point base design which
results in a self-leveling bench.
®

Free
Weights
Equipment Storage
ONE-TIER DUMBBELL RACK F31TDR
The One-Tier Dumbbell rack holds five pairs of
dumbbells (5 lb. to 100 lb. sizes). The molded
dumbbell saddles protect weights from scuffing.
This rack can be nested length-wise to other
dumbbell racks.

Dimensions:
28” L x 96” W x 30” H
72 L x 243 W x 75 H cm

Equipment Storage
TWO-TIER DUMBBELL RACK F32TDR
• Holds ten pairs of dumbbells
(5 lb. to 100 lb. sizes)
• The molded dumbbell saddles protect weights
from scuffing
• This rack can be nested length-wise to other
dumbbell racks

Dimensions:
28” L x 96” W x 30” H
72 L x 243 W x 75 H cm
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Equipment Storage
BARBELL RACK F3BR
The Barbell rack features brushed
chrome-plated bar holders that can store
up to 10 standard (fixed) barbells, five
per side. Also accommodates standard
easy-curl bars. Comes with a weight
accessories tray designed to hold extra
handles, bar collars and wraps.

Dimensions:
45” L x 32” W x 51” H
114 L x 81 W x 130 H cm

Equipment Storage
WEIGHT TREE F3WT
The Weight Tree has six zinc-plated weight horns
for plates and collars, with an easy on/off design.
The wide base helps prevent tip-overs and features
a storage area in the center.

Dimensions:
34” L x 39” W x 33” H
86 L x 99 W x 84 H cm
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Color
Options

Frame:

Nautilus brand fitness
equipment frames are
available in four standard
colors.

white

industrial
silver

powerhouse
granite

black

®

Our marine-grade
upholstery is built to
withstand rigorous use,
and is available in twelve
different standard colors.

Upholstery:
(Due to the nature of the printing
process, texture and colors are
approximate.)

Custom colors are
available on request.
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allspice

azure

black
cherry

charcoal
gray

forest
green

gray

lollipop

outback

jade

lapis
blue

purple
reign

slate
black

STRONGER THAN EVER

TM

For more information about Nautilus Commercial
Products, please visit:
®

www.nautiluscommercial.com
or call
USA 1.800.874.8941
International +1.276.773.2881
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In the interest of product development and improvement, specifications subject to change without notice.

FOR
FORYOUR
YOURPROTECTION,
PROTECTION,
THIS
THISEQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENTHAS
HAS
BEEN
BEENTREATED
TREATEDWITH
WITH
mPale
mPale ANTIMICROBIAL.
ANTIMICROBIAL.
TM
TM

www.mpactusa.com
www.mpactusa.com
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